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The introduction film was made three years ago, and it isn’t about the future, it is about now. 

The industry believes testing is supposed to be about binary verification of stories, requirements, 
examples et.al. 
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I wrote this abstract for EuroSTAR 2011 and felt extremely pleased. 

I had something new and important to say, but it wasn’t accepted. 

So it became a lightning talk at SWET2, and a blog post, without an impact, as far as I know. 

Finally I got to present it here in Malmö, maybe things will start happening now… 

 

I might be very wrong, but I know I’m not. 

You might be ill, and I might cure you. 
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My main message is that if you let go of these crippling computeresque ideas, you have time to 
focus on what is important. 

You might think I’m attacking you, and you might think this has nothing to do with you. 

Either way, think about your thinking, think about others thinking, and decide if there is a need for 
change or not. 
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It was a very strong feeling when I read Gigerenzer’s tools-to-theories (I found it via Gut Feelings) 

A lot of the testing theory have felt wrong, and know I could explain why. 

 

This theory doesn’t automatically mean that all testing theories are bad and useless, but my 
intuition says it is more than a risk. 
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Have you ever seen a test case management systems without mandatory Pass/Fail? 

Why do people do all of this pass/fail and metrics on it?  Because that's the way you do it. 

 

If we know everything in advance, then Pass/Fail might be OK. 

But we never know everything in advance. 

 

You can ask richer questions than is this correct or not? You can learn things, and grow as tester. 
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Have you ever seen a test case management systems without mandatory Pass/Fail? 
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At a few occasions I have had the chance to have “the talk” with testers I respect that advocate 
metrics. 

It boils down to the same essence, you need A LOT of context for the numbers to be valid. 

So much context, that I believe you could throw away the numbers and just keep the text. 
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I wrote a little book about test design that have received 5.000 hits in two months. 

When someone challenges authorities, you should ask: “say you’re right, what can you do with this 
knowledge?” 
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The software potato: 

The square symbolizes the features and bugs you will find with test cases stemming from 
requirements (that can’t and shouldn’t be complete) 

The blue area is every possible usage, including things that maybe no customers would consider a 
problem. 

The brown area is what is important, there lies those problems you’d want to find and fix. 

 

This problem has been solved many times at many places with many different approaches. 
What is common could be that testers learn a lot of things from many different sources, combine 
things, look at many places, think critically and design tests (in advance or on-the-fly) that will cover 
the important areas. 

Some part luck, and a large portion of hard work is needed. Serendipity is working to our 
advantage. 

 

Recently I realized there can be more than one potato, that are three-dimensional and perhaps 
slippery; there might be small potatoes that are the best of them’all… 
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The potato is now filled with content from diverse sources. 

This can be how the software world looks like for free testers. 
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We can investigate software as humans, make subjective judgments and handle the 

inevitable unknown. 

We don’t have to look at things in binary ways, since that’s not what reality is. 
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Liberation of our thinking. 

 

If you don’t trust testers, train them, so you can. 
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The purpose of testing isn’t to make it easy to create fancy reports, 

it is to communicate important information. 

 

you need knowledge about details, and the ability to summarize and explain in a variety of 
manners. 

you need to know the software details, because then you can say better things 

 

If communicating the essence is too difficult, maybe there are other large-scale problems, and the 
project should be split in more manageable pieces. 
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Discuss with stakeholders which characteristics that are most relevent in your situation. 

Let all testers have these in the back of their head. 
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Gigerenzer: Adaptive Thinking. 

Kaner: Software Testing is a Social Science, 
http://www.kaner.com/pdfs/KanerSocialScienceTASSQ.pdf  

Edgren: The Little Black Book on Test Design: 
http://www.thetesteye.com/papers/TheLittleBlackBookOnTestDesign.pdf 


